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Exciting expert lectures and product presentations await participants at the 
parts2clean online day. Instead of three days, the highly esteemed platform for 
knowledge transfer in the field of cleaning technology will now switch to the virtual 
space for one day. On Tuesday, October 27, the program will run with a total of 14 
expert presentations from 10:45 to 18:00. The parts2clean expert forum enjoys an 
excellent reputation with its above-average quality of information and presentations, 
and is one of the most highly frequented event formats in the industrial trade fair 
landscape: More than 1,300 forum visitors profit from this platform each year.

Fraunhofer Cleaning acts as the technical director of the parts2clean Online Day. Current topics and processes from 
the field of industrial parts and surface cleaning will be presented, as well as future-oriented technologies, trends and 
the latest scientific findings. The event is divided into three sessions on cleaning processes, digitalization/automation 
and analytics/technical cleanliness. 

After each lecture, the audience can ask their questions directly. There is also the possibility for chat and live discussi-
ons with the speaker and other participants in a separate virtual "Speakers Corner" parallel to the ongoing lecture 
program. In addition, a room for breaks and a virtual foyer will be created as additional digital places for free exch-
ange and networking among participants, speakers and organizers. 

Participation in the parts2clean Online Day is free of charge. Only a registration is required. The event and all lectures 
will be held in German language with presentation slides in English version.

The detailed program of the parts2clean Online Day as well as the possibility for registration can be found under the 
following link:

www.parts2clean.de/de/rahmenprogramm/online-day

parts2clean: Virtual expert forum on October 27

It would have been the first day of parts2clean in Stuttgart. However, due to 
the corona pandemic, trade fairs are currently not possible. The parts2clean 
Online Day on Tuesday, October 27, 2020 will provide a substitute for this, and 
the highly regarded parts2clean expert forum will take place in virtual space 
for the first time. Participation is free of charge. 
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